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MATCH REPORTS  
 

17th August 2019 

 

HEADLINES 

• 51 Goals in 8 Games played. 

• Ham Rec, & Shaftesbury Res remain 3 wins from 3. MCS also 100%, 2 from 2 

• Carter hits 4 in Rec Romp. 

 

“REC TAME THE SWANS IN THEIR OWN BACKYARD” 

SWANAGE T&H   1  

HAMWORTHY REC   8 

 
Another impressive performance from Rec as they ran 

in eight goals at Swanage - their first victory at Days 

Park for several seasons. Star striker Sam Carter led 

the way with four goals, and it was another good all-

round team performance. After Swanage had a 

dangerous cross cleared for a corner in the opening 

exchanges, Rec went in front on 3 minutes. George 

Webb swung in a corner and Sam Carter rose to head 

firmly home for 0-1 and just six minutes later the lead 

was doubled when Carter played a delightful ball to 

fellow striker Carl Edwards who ran through, kept his 

cool and fired low into goal. But just a minute later a 

spectacular shot from thirty yards by Swans Captain 

Paul Best caught keeper Aaron Robertson off his line 

and flew into the net, for the hosts to halve the deficit. 

Rec were playing some classy football and made it three on 12 minutes when Carter headed his second, from a 

George Webb free-kick. The Rec hot-shot was giving the home defence a torrid time and had another header, from 

a great cross by Lewis Proudley diverted for a corner and a volley fly just wide. But his hat-trick came soon after 

with another header from Josh Pratt’s cross, to make it 1-4. Rec were looking dangerous in virtually every attack 

and Carter and George Webb both went close before great work on the right by Pratt teed up another chance, only 

for Carter to lift his shot over the bar, from close range. HT 1-4. If Swanage hoped Rec would ease up in the second 

period they were sadly mistaken as right from the re-start it was five, with the goal of the game. Persistence from 

Pratt set up Carter who fired a sublime right-footer, first time, over the keeper and into the net, Edwards was a 

constant threat to the home defence and his hard work set up John Webb to slam in number six. Pratt and Carter 

combined again, with the latter denied by a good save from the home keeper, before Swanage had their best 

attempt well saved by Robertson. Rec finished strongly and on 80 minutes George Webb ran on to a through-ball 

and produced a classy finish for his first goal of the season, to make it seven and in the last minute, from brother 

John’s corner, he drilled in a beauty, with a low shot from the edge of the area to complete the rout. 
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“MERLEY CS THRASH THE ZEBRAS TO REMAIN 100%” 

MERLEY CS    7  

SHERBORNE TOWN RES  1 

 
With both sides having chances early on it was the home side who eventually opened the scoring just before the 

half hour mark through Nathan Saxby, the hosts lead was doubled shortly after some scrappy defending from the 

visitors as Merley’s Lee Wilkins profited at the 2nd chance. Sherborne hit back with some good chances of their own 

but just couldn't get the ball over the line. The visitors continued to pin Merley back until half time. HT 2-0. The 

second half brought much of the same end to end football witnessed in the 1st with Merley creating some clear-

cut opportunities which soon lead to the Town goalkeeper bringing down the Merley’s Elliot Rossiter in the area. 

Saxby converted the penalty well which made the score 3-0. Merley then showed just why they are one of the 

favourites if not the favourites to win the League with some clinical finishing, on 57 minutes, Wilkins got his 2nd 

and the hosts 4th with a header, moments later, Steve Gilbert bundled the ball home for 5-0 and just 2 minutes 

later Gilbert again struck this time from 25 yards. It wasn't all over for Sherborne though as they held their heads 

high despite the score line and continued to press the home back line, which lead to Raith Plant converting for the 

visitors’. Merley added their final goal of the day just before the final whistle though some excellent wing play from 

the evergreen Jamie Moores set up Saxby to complete his hat trick. 

“CORFE…..CASTLED BY A RAMPANT SPORTS 

DORCHESTER SPORTS  8  

CORFE CASTLE   2 

 
Dorchester Sports had to come from a goal down early on to dominate and run riot over Corfe Castle at the Clayson 

Stadium,  Ashley Weeks made his debut in goal for the hosts and they also welcomed back Darren Watts in midfield 

but it was the visitors who took the lead when John Lovells cross shot deflected off the head of Sports centre back 

Danny Peart and flew up over Weeks to gift the visitors the lead, Sports were sloppy in the opening exchanges but 

that goal seemed to kick Dorchester into life by scoring 3 quick goals before half time, firstly Gareth Will played in 

captain Jamie Samways to equalise then Ash Smith scored his first goal for the hosts then Will crossed into the box, 

and with Jamie West about to pounce on the ball, it was turned in to the net by a visiting defender, HT 3-1. Sports 

made a change at half time with Ryan Ross coming on for his first action of the season and the striker had 3 good 

early chances but just couldn't find the net, with Dorch looking comfortable, Corfe struck again, when a shot was 

well saved by Weeks, however, Courtney Johnson was on hand to tap in the rebound,  but once again the goal 

looked to fire Sports up and from then on, it was one way traffic,  Ross chased the Corfe keeper down and disposed 

him and chipped a 20 yard effort over the keepers head for 4-1, then Watts sealed the points, when his 20 yard 

effort found the bottom corner for his first of the season, Ross completed his brace before Will made it 3 goals 

from 3 games as he blasted sports 7th, finally, Ross completed a 2nd half hattrick in the last seconds to complete 

the scoring.  

“ROCKIES MAKE IT 3 FROM 3 AT CHAPEL GATE” 

B-MTH SPORTS PARLEY  1  

SHAFTESBURY RES   3  

 
The Rockies maintained their perfect start to the season with a deserved win at BSP, the visitors opened the scoring 

in the 2nd minute when they scored direct from a free kick out wide. The ball was whipped in and the aid of the 

windy conditions, the cross caught the home keeper out with Shaftesbury’s Craig Knowles claiming the effort. On 

32 minutes, Bournemouth Sports equalised when James Bergin broke through and beat the offside before rounding 

the keeper and slotting into an empty net. With halftime approaching the visitors regained the lead when Aaron 

Lane-Leney, beat two players, before slotting past the keeper with a tidy finish, HT 1-2. The next goal was always 

going to be crucial and it came for the visitors just after the hour mark as a free kick came into the Sports box with 

Jason Beal having a free header from 4 yards out with no man near him to make it 3-1. And that’s the way it stayed. 

Whilst this was the visitors 3rd straight win this was also the hosts 3rd straight defeat as the new set up adapts to 

life in the DPL.           
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 “BULLS SWOT THE BEES” 

HOLT UNITED   4  

BRIDPORT RES   0 

 
A youthful Holt United entertained Bridport Reserves at Petersham Lane, with the home side looking to add to a 

midweek victory after their opening day home defeat. The opening chances fell to the home side. Firstly, a poor 

back pass allowed Mike Haskell a free run on goal but his timid shot fell into the arms of Jordan Scadding in the 

Bridport goal. Sonny Wilkinson then went through one on one but his shot was easily saved. A volley at the back 

post from Jack Kinge Phillips went wide too. Bridport then had a glorious chance on 20 minutes when the ball was 

cut back from the right but Robin Jones's vicious shot was well saved by Chris Lynch low down to his left. Another 

chance went begging for Holt when Lewis Sainval was clear through but his shot went wide. Eventually Holt made 

the breakthrough when Mike Haskell's sharp turn led to Jack Kinge Phillips with the ball on the right wing, who cut 

in and finished well, HT 1-0. Bridport had the first chance after the break, after some sloppy defending, Josh Hull 

found himself in plenty of space but his effort went wide. Bridport were made to pay for that miss when on 55 

minutes a corner found the head of Lewis Sainval who headed home emphatically to double the hosts lead. Four 

minutes later it was 3-0 when Haskell shrugged off the Bridport defence and found the net with a neat finish. 

Bridport’s Josh Hull had a chance to make amends for his earlier miss, but his effort was cleared off the line on 65 

minutes. Finally, Pat Correira made it 4-0 with a well taken finish in the 88th minute to complete a well-deserved 

victory for the home side. 

 

“WESTLAND BEAT THE BLUES” 

WESTLAND SPORTS    2  

PORTLAND UTD RES   1 

 
Westlands pressed hard in the opening 15 minutes but although creating several chances couldn’t open the 

scoring. Five decent chances were passed up, shots blocked or saved by the visitor’s keeper before the sucker punch 

came in the 19th minute when the visitors took the lead. A free kick was punted into the box from a deep position 

and as Sports keeper Mark Cuff came to gather it, he misjudged the flight of the ball and missed it completely, and 

with the Westlands defence standing still, Portland’s Sol Roach had an easy tap-in at the far post. That goal rocked 

the home team back on their heels and for the remainder of the half it was a fairly even game. Both sides had 

chances with Mark Cuff, the Westlands keeper, atoning for his earlier mistake with a flying save to tip a shot onto 

the post. Then a Jack Dicker header for Westlands went close and a Jacob Manly cross went right across goal with 

no takers, HT 0-1. After an even opening 15 minutes of the second half it was Westlands who began to put the 

pressure on the away team who were now defending in numbers. Westlands made three substitutions to freshen 

things up and in the 79th minute the pressure finally told when Sports got their equalising goal. Dwayne Forshaw 

made space down the right and his pinpoint cross was headed in by Luca Martin. Westlands went all out for the 

winner, and it came five minutes later. Again, it was Dwayne Forshaw who was the provider as he burst through the 

Portland defence, drew the keeper, and unselfishly squared the ball to Joe Jarvis who side footed in at the far post. 

In the final minute Joe Jarvis returned the compliment by squaring the ball to Dwayne Forshaw who missed a sitter 

from point blank range.  

 

“GILLINGHAM HIT WAREHAM FOR 5” 

GILLINGHAM TOWN   5  

WAREHAM RANGERS  3 

 
Harry Vandervell scored a hat-trick on his seasons debut to give Gillingham their first win of the season. However, 

Gillingham conceded two early goals within the first fifteen minutes, giving themselves a difficult task to gain the 

three points. The game changed on the half-hour in a seven-minute spell that saw five goals. Vandervell scored a 

deft header to give Gillingham a lifeline, then Aaron Rodriguez bought Gillingham level with a shot from the edge 

of the box, before Wareham promptly took the lead again. Vandervell then bought matters level again, then Elliot 

Bevis scored a fine solo goal to give Gillingham the lead again, HT 4-3. Defensive coaching was probably the talk 
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of both dressing rooms at half-time, and inevitably the second half did not live up to the standards of the 1st It saw 

just the one goal as Vandervell completed his hat-trick to ensure that Gillingham, eventually took the points, rather 

more comfortably than seemed the case after the first fifteen minutes. 

 

“BALTI TOO HOT FOR STURMINSTER” 

STURMINSTER NEWTON  0  

BALTI SPORTS   5 

 
Balti came away from North Dorset with all 3 points after a commanding display at Barnett’s Field so ending the 

hosts perfect start to the season, Balti showed their intent right from kick off putting pressure on the young cherries 

side. Midway through first half they took the lead when a mix up in the home defence allowed Ricky Lane to slot 

home into an empty net. This put the cherries on the back foot and 2 minutes later Balti doubled their lead with a 

cool finish from Sanchez Baker. Matt Robson in the Sturminster goal then saved a penalty just before half time to 

keep the hosts in the game, HT 0-2. Sturminster got more into the game in the second half and created a few 

chances but Balti continued to get at the cherries defence and got 3 more goals. Lane getting 2 more to complete 

his hat trick and Sanchez Baker adding to his tally. This was a tough day for the hosts, but credit to Balti on a good 

away performance. 

 

  

 


